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BLAST EFFECTS ON Am CLEANING EQUIPi·J!:NT - Results 
of Filter Tests 

Charles E. Billings, Richard Dennis, and Leslie Silverman 
Harvard School of Public Health 

55 Shattuck Street 
Boston 15, 1'.assachusetts 

STJMJ.fARY 

This report summarizes results of studies of the effect of shock 
waves impressed on air filters L1 a direction opposite to normal air flow. 

Moderate damarre to Dust-Stop prefilters occurs at shock over
pressures greater than one~ inch of mercury, severe damage_ occurring at 
pressures greater than thre·e :i'.nches of mercury. At o-fl.e' irich over-pressure 
large amounts of dust are removed from the filter but physical damage is 
slight. Pleated A.B.C. No. 1 filters (24 x 24 x 6 inch) were found to sus
tain moderate daJ'llage at a pressure of six inches of mercury and a pressure 
of ten inches caused complete destruction. Pressures of five inches of 
mercury or less caused no apparent physical damage. A filter with 
perforated alumirrom plates na:i.led to both faces had no additional strength 
to.resist blast pressure. 

Reentrairunent studies have indicated large amounts of dust will be 
dislodged from a filter by the action of a shock wave. 

This study was made under Contract No. AT(J0-1)841 between the U. S. Atomic 
E.~ergy Commission and Harvard University. Opinions expressed are those of 
the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission. 
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At the request of the Division of Engineering, U.S. 

Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D. c. an investigation 

into the effects of shock waves on air cleaning devices has 

~een undertaken at the Harvard University Air Cleaning 

Laboratory. Major objectives of this study are: 

1. To determine what structural damage occurs to air 

cleaning devices when they are subjected to a shock wave in 

a direction opposite to normal air flow; 

2. To determine how much captured dust may be reentrained 

from the air cleaner and its connecting ductwork by the blast 

effect; 

3. To develop inexpensive methods for reducing damage 

and minimizing reentrainrnent. 

This report discusses expected damage to Dust-Stop 

roughing filters and A.E.C. No. 1 filters (and reentrainment 

of dust from A.E.C. No. 1 filters) at various blast over-. 

pressure level~. 

1. Test Equipment 

A 20 inch diameter shock tube has been constructed with 

a transition to and from a 24 x 24 inch square section to 

provide for location of test equipment as shown in Figure 1. 

The shock tube is attached to a 20 inch diameter air lock on 

an 8 foot diameter by 10 foot long compression chamber. A 

steel ring and clamp at the inner face of the lock hold 

layers of brown Kraft wrapping paper which burst at prede

termined tank pressures. Rupture of this paper disc creates 

... 
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a shock wave which is propagated down the tube to the test 

section. The wave is dissipated in a pressure relief chamber 

at the end of the tube (about 20 feet from the test area) by 

a double layer cinder block wall. The pressure is re.lieved 

through a perforated wall of the relief chamber. Over-
~ 

pressures are recorded by a sensitive bellows placed in the 

wall of the tube just prior (6 inches) to the test section • 

• A mirror mounted on the rear of the bellows deflects a light 

beam and the trace is recorded on photo-sensitive paper. 

Before testing a filter, a number of layers of paper 

were ruptured to determine the magnitude of tbe wave produced. 

From this calibration, which varies somewhat due to weather 

conditions, a reliable estimate could be made of the strength 

of the shock wave to be impressed on the filter. With a filter 

in place the over-pressure is substantially increased at the 

test section as indicated by shock wave theory. 

2. Test Results 

a. Blast Damage 

Initial tests were made on damage to Dust-Stop pre-

filters at various over-pressure levels. These are 20 x 

20 x 2 inch Fiberglas mats held in a cardboard frame with 

light gage metal retaining screens on each face. The results 

of this series are .presented in Table 1, tests 1 to 5. 
These filters will not withstand over-pressures greater than 

about one inch of mercury without sustaining some damage. 

Pressures near 3 inches of mercury caused complete failure 

·--------------····-··-"-'"''"'"'•• ..................... _ ................... _, __ ,,, ______________ _ 
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and the Fiberglas media was carried down the tube into the. 

receiving chamber. It was observed that substantial dust 

was reentrained from the filter even though structural 

damage was slight at lower pressure levels. 

Several 24 x 24 x 6 inch "absolute" type (A.E.C. No. 1) 

pleated space filters were tested for damage levels in the 
" 

same manner (Table 2). Slight structural damage occurs when 

over-pressurei reach about 6 inches of mercury. Complete 

failure occurs at pressures .of 10 inches of mercury. Typical 

failure is shown in Figures 2 and J. Three filters (tests 

10, 11, and 12) were tested to determine air flow character

istics before and after blast, and also to check mechanical 

strength of perforated aluminwn plates nailed to both faces 

(as supplied by manufacturer in some cases.) A standard 

24 x 24 x 6 inch filter tested at 6.2 inches of mercury over-

pressure showed moderatedamage. The pleats were pushed away 

from the blast about 1/4 inch over about one-half the face 

area. Air flow resistance (at rated 500 cubic feet per 

minute) fell from an initial value of o.80 inches of water 

to 0.76 inches of water after testing. The same test conditions 

{test 11) applied to a filter with perforated alurninwn plates 

on both faces showed about the same amount of damage. The 

filter media and the rear plate were pushed back about one 

inch over about one-third of the area as shown in Figure 4. 

Air flow resistance fell from 1.30 (initially) to 1.06 inches 

of water after test. A third filter tested at 4.3 inches of 

mercury (test 12) showed no physical damage but its resistance 

) 

) 
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was decreased from o.88 to o.80 inches of water by the test. 

It is concluded that moderate to severe damage will be sustained 

by 24 x 24 x 6 inch pleated "absolute" {A.E.C. No. 1) t'ilters 

at blast over-pressures greater than 5 inches of mercury. 

Filters subjected to moderate over-pressures may suffer some 

damage but may be suitable in emergency disaster situations. 

b. Dust Reentrainrnent 

Additional tests have been made on 24 x 24 x 6 inch and 

12 inch pleated "absolute" type (A.E.C. No. 1) filters to 

determine the amount of dust displaced by sub-damage level 

blast waves. This study is presented in detail in Table 3. 

The 6 inch filter held about one-half pound of dust (Calcium 

Carbonate) for an increasect'one inch in resistance at rated 

air flow (500 cubic feet per minute). The 12 inch filter held 

about one pound of dust for a one inch resistance rise at 

rated flow (1000 cubic feet per minute). These values were 

found to check approximately with data presented by Mr. 

Walter Smith (of Arthur D. Little Inc.), at the Third Air 

Cleaning Seminar at Los Alamos. Filters were loaded to 

various degrees with a known amount of dust and subjected to 

over-pressures of 4 (for 6 inch) to 5 (for 12 inch) inches 

of mercury. With one exception (noted in Table 3, test 14) 

no physical damage was apparent from these tests. 

It is concluded that at over-pressures just below 

damage levels (1) filters loaded to 100% capacity lose about 

90~ of this dust, and (2) filters loaded to 10% of capacity 

lose about 40% of this dust. The dust was carried down the 

shock tube and into the pressure relief chamber, and in fact, 

"'*"""-'_ ... __ , __________ _ 



was dispersed quite generally all over the testing area. High

volum.e air samples taken in the shock tube about 2 feet behind 

the teat filter, and at the outlet of the tube into the relief 

chamber indicated air concentrations ranging from 18 to 20 

grains per cubic foot for the 12 inch filterwhEll fully loaded 

(tests 19 and 20) to no measurable amount when filters were 

loaded to 10% of capacity. A calculated value of air concen-

tration based on pressure rise in the compression chamber 

before rupture of the diaphragm indicated air concentrations 

as high as 68 grains per cubic foot are possible. Large 

a.mounts of air-borne dust are produced by blast wave effects 

on loaded filters. The pressures (4 to 5 inches of mercury) 

used in this test series correspond to a distance of 6000 

to 8000 feet from ground zero of a nominal atomic bomb. Blast 

wave duration time was of the same order of magnitude for 

this distance from ground zero, about o.8 to 1 second. 

c. Further Inves~igations 

Further study is underway to determine the reentrainment 

from pleated filters at lower over-pressures. Damage levels 

for 24 x 24 x 12 inch filters will be determined. These 

studies have suggested some inexpensive methods for increasing 

damage levels for filters, and these will be investigated. 

\ 
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TABLE 1 

Shock Tube Tests or "Dust-Stop" Fiberglas Prefilters • Failure Pressure 

-Test Number of 
No. Sheets 

in 
Diaphragm 

1 4 

2 2 

3 l 

4 3 

5 3 

IHaphragm 
Rupture 
Pressure 

"Hg 

6 

3 

1.5 

4.5 

6 

Remark& 

Complete failure. Both screens and 
Fiberglas carried dmvn tube to re
ceiving chamber. 

Complete failure. Both screens remained 
attached to the filter frsme but the 
Fiberglas was carried down the tube about 
12 t. 

Partial failure. Downstream screen bent 
away from blast slightly. Large quantity 
of fly ash reontrained and carried into 
pressure relief chamber. 

Complete fai.lure. Upstream (blast side) 
screen remained in place, dovmstream 
screen and Fiberglas carried down into 
receiving chamber. 

Complete failure. 'No large pieces of' 
Fiberglas remained impinged on cinder 
block wall and some penetrated throuGh 
two layers. -~ost complete destruction • 

.... -¥~'""'"'""~''"'"''""'"""''"'"'"''''"''""''-~----~------------------



TABLE 2 

Shock Tube Tests or AEC "Absol:1te" Type (No. 1) Pleated Filters8 
- Failure Pressure 

Test Die.phra.gm Measured Pressure Trace Filter Resistance b Retne.rks 
Mo. Rupture Pressure Characteristics in. ~-r. E?:• 

Pressure at Filter No. Til"le to I':li-;;ial Fine.I 
"Hg "Hg Cycles Return 

to Zero • 
5 5.0 8.3 1 a.so - - No arparent damage. 

6 10.0 :> 20.0 3 1.45 - - Complete ~ailure (same filter as 
Test 5). 

7 4.2 6.3 1 0.72 - - No apparent de.mege. 

Partial failure over 1/3 or area. 
I\) 

8 5.4 11.8 1 o.s9 - - ~ 
Pleats pushed be.ck 1/4" (semo filter 
as test 7). 

9 s.o 12.4 2.5 1.22 - - Cqmplete failure (same filter as 
Tests 7 and 8)., 

10 s.2 14.0 l o.es o.ao. o.76 Partial failure. rear pushed back 1/4~ 

11 6.4 12.2 1 2.86 1.30 1.06 Partial failure, perforated aluminum 
plates nailed to each faoe. Rear plate 
pushed be.ck by pleats about l ''• 

12 4.3 9.0 1 o.92 o.ee o.ao No apparent damage. 

13 12.0 >20.0 1.5 0.86 - - Complete failure (same filter as 

a. 24'' x 24" x 6" b. At 500 cfm 
Test 12). 

,__. 
~~ .. ' , 

4\. 



TABII 3. hc:k Ta Tests of AU: DAbsolute° lype (fC. I) Pleated Fi ltn • Reartraf1119'1t Stm/ 

Test fl ltir llt2 Presrure Trace Characteristics fl ltEr Reslstarx:eli Fii ter load load Reroved Air Ccrantraticn, firainG/Cll.ft. Rmarb 
Slzea 0 i aptngm 11.ea~Jro:I ll'o. Time fo Return in. w.9. 

Ha. In. a.pture at Fi Her Cycles b Zero,sec. Clean Loaded Gr3rnS 'lo Graz:s 7- ?frcm Fl lter UJtlet af Tube Theoretical 

14A . 5.3 5.7 3.5 1.49 . . . - . - . - . Cal itnt Im 
l•B 6 3.4 . - . o.~ l.fJ9 206 100 114 55 1.2 1.6 2!I last, µartlal f1ihn 

pleets roved bade r. 
15A . 3.6 4.5 3.5 1.53 - . . . . . . . . Calitratloo 
158 6 3.6 . .. . . . . . . . .. . . Test to red1«fc 148 

n> epparent damage 
16\ . 3.6 4.S 3.5 1.42 . . - . . • - . • Ca litraticri 

181 6 3.4 5.2 I 0.60 0.1~ 1.57 155 78 152 !i1l 5.S 4.1 39 hat, m damage 
17A . 3.6 5.2 3.5 1.47 . .. . - • - .. . • Calltratloo I\) 

118 6 3.7 s.a l o.n o.n 1.15 126 56 74 59 3.4 1.4 16 lest ~ 
18' . 3.5 3.8 3 l.23 - . . . . . . • . Calitntion 
lf:B 6 J.B 9.5 I o.s.5 O.E4 0.92 .26 10 8 32 0 0 J.S Test 
l!iii • 4.6 6.9 3.5 1.47 . . - - . - . . • Ca lltntlon 
1$ 12 s.o 8.8 I 0.79 o.w 1.9'2 m m 359 84 17 9.9 62 Test 
20\ . S.3 6.0 3 1.29 . - • . • . • • ' • Calltntl111 \ 
z:e n s.1 7.4 I 0.11 0.99 1.91 417 JOO $6 !15 20 7.2 tie Jest 
21A . 4.5 S.9 3.5 1.s2 - • . . . • • • • Calitratlan 
218 12 4.7 ~· J 0.76 '·°' Ll2 39 8 20 51 0 0 3.4 Test 

'24" ll 24' ll "'1h Sun 

II 
At rated '40 be of !AD c:f1 for t and IClll cf 11 for It" 



DlA. JtAPHRAGM II II 
TEST FILTER - 24 X 24 SQ. 
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DOUBLE LAYER CINDER 
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I ( I\) 
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'------LOCATION OF PRESSURE 

a' x to' PRESSURE TANK 
MEASURING CAMERA ' I I I I I I 

0 I 2 3 4 5 
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Figure 1. Experimental Shock Tube - Plan View 
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Figure 2. Pleated Paper Filter Showing Failure-

Frame In Test Location In Shock Tube 
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Figure 3. Pleated Paper Filter Showing Failure- Receiving Area 
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Figure 4. Pleated Paper Filter With Aluminum 

Plates- Partial Failure 



PROPERl'IlS OF AEROSOL AGGLOMER.AT~ 

W. J. Scheffy 

The process of coagula.tion in aerosols of both liquid a~i 

solid JS.rticles ~s been wicl'9ly studied 0 The effects of various factors 

on the rate of coagulation have been investigatedn Less work has beon 

done on the nature of the ~lomerated pe.rticles formo;d in the process, 

Coalescence of drops presents no problem in thia respect. But the 

properties of solid agglomerates differ greatly from those of the pure 

solid :tnrticles and, furthermore 1 vary widely with e.t;glomerate size, 

circumstances of formation and other fp.ctors. The density and dra.g 

diameter are ~rticul~rly important in many methods of air smnplinci; 

or cleanir.g. Measurements with a jet iza:pact ·Jr, for instance, yield 

a quantity which can be converted i:r.to a size distribution only if 

the density of the y.rticles is kno\m. This quantity is the impaction 

:parameter 
'i' = c'If?pv0/1~ D0 

a dimensionless measure of the rt'tio of the particle inertia to the 

resistant force of the fluid on the pe.rticle (7). It has bGen shown 

that collection efficiency for verioue imJB.ctors and conditions, 

within certain limits, b9s a unique relationship to \jf, so t~t sub

stitution of the known qURntities into the expression for yt"gives a 

cheracterist ic plrticle diameter for one imp:i.ctor stage. With a 

c~scade irnp<i.ctor the size distribution of an eerosol may be obtained~ 

If pis unk:no\m, all tb?.t is obtained is a distribution of the qmmtity 

cri2po which, incidentally, is directly proportional to the free fall 

termina.l velocity. This que.ntity is enough for some purposes, but 

not for an idea of the PctUP.l size of the airborne p:lrticles. 
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The fact thr.t the density of solid agglomerates varies 

extrenely from the normal solid density is to be expected, and early 

wor!-: with smoke :pArticles proves it. llhytlaw-Gray and Patterson 

found pe.rticle densities lower than ten per cent of the normal solid 

value (9). In the present work the method used by these observers and 

others (1) has been extended to the measurement of drE'.g diameters A.nd 

densities for agglomern.tes of a. number of substances. The experiments 

are simply e.n ao.aptat ion of Millikan 1 s oil-drop measurements of the 

electronic charge (6). The velocities of a particle in free fall and 

risin,:; under t>.n electricE'l.l force are measured by obserw>.tion with a 

low-power microscope, using a dnrk field and an eyepiece scale. Such 

d?tP. for one ~.rticle are sufficient to calculate two of the three 

variables involved: pn.rticle drRg die.meter, p:i.rticle nr!ss, and the 

vi:>.lue of the electronic chm-ge 0 In tn,e original experil!lents with oil 

drops the density of the pP..rticle was that of the pure liquid, so the 

p:. .... rticle size and the electronic chcrge could be obtained. Since the 

value of the electronic chnrge is now fnirl~r well esto.oli shed, it cP.n 

be used to determine both the other V:"riv.bles \then they nre unkno\'lnt 

as in the Cf\.se of l'gglo.nerettes. 

The Millikr.n cell used was v. stP..ndnrd T:1odel built for the 

Centrnl Scientific Co1;i7.ny. The pln.te spicing w1s three millimeters, 

\'lith bgttery voltat;es ranging from 90 to Z{O, depending on the 

average particle mss of the nerosol used. :Dy n. number of precE'.ut ions, 

such as filtering the light from the source ~nd keeping the room 

temp:lrnture constant, convection fl.nd photophoretic effects were reduced. 

to very low levels even uit hout a constrint-temperature bD.th surrounding 

,,,,,, ......... ,_~_, _______________ , 



the cell. The prrticles \-1ere introduced into the cell by sprr.ying 

from on :?.spirat or or froM a elD.ss nebulizer which, nlt hm1gh nr.de for 

solutions or liquid susp1:msions, ~*'-S found quite useful far dry pol1ders. 

For one particle the free fall velocity nnd from five to t·an different 

velocities of rise under the electric field were me~sured, the 

different electrical velocities corresponding to different p-.rticle 

cht'.rges. The cnlculations require these velocities for vP.rious charges 

becQuse, ~-lthough the ~gnitude of one electronic clti.rge is kn.mm, it 

cannot be se.id n priori ho\1 mnny unit chl'.rgcs the P.."'·rticle ~'1.s. The 

n'W'liJers of electrons corresponding to the v~rious observed velocities 

c~~ only be deduced by compRrison of the velocities; the smnllest 

observed difference between two velocities then corresponds to a 

difference of one electronic charge, if enough meP.surements have been 

' 

made. 1) 

The equn.tions involved .ore simple force balr:i.nces,, ::Ooth in 

free fa 11 and in rise under the electr.ic field n termin°'l velocity 

is renched in a mcrtter of microseconds; the sum of the i0rces ncting 

on the p~rticle is then zero. In the first cnse, 

mg = 3~'-.{'Dv g/c 

If the particle is rising in the electric field, 

neX-mg = J1y~Dve/c 

(1) 

. (2) 

The t~·rq unkno1·rns D and m cn.n be obtained from these t\·10 independent 

equations. It should be noted that the D calculated here is actunlly 

the drag diameter, defined by Ii'lwksley (4) as the value of D which 

satisfies the Sto:-:es law of resistance. It is perh.,.ps nlso notcuorthy 

that the J'1".ss of the particle can be obtr-.incd without assunint; anything 

j 
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nbout the resist'.".Ilt force except tre.t it is proriortion<'.l to the 

velocity and has the sar.ia form \ti th or without tho electrical :forco 

actine;. For, by dividing (1} by (2) and rearranging, we obtain 

m ~ neXvg/g(ve+vg) 

All the coefficients of vg and v0 cancel in the division. The 

calculntion of D, of cot'!l's~, requires tho e:x:pticit form of Stokes• 

lr-.w, nnd nm.ch of the scatter in the de.ta is attributable to this 

approximation. When D c;ind m are known, an approxima.te density cnn be 

ca lcula.t ed. 

As a check of the method and apparatus, uniform Dow 

polystyrene spheres were measured. The diameter of the spheres l·ms 

kno~m very accurately from electron microscope obscrvrtions by the 

manufacturer. The standard devii:.tions for 0.51!+ and 1.171 micron 

spheres uerc 0.011 nnd 0.013 micron, rcsricctivcly. The avcrP.t;e error 

in the density of these s11heres detcr~iincd by the method nbove l~.s 

less than five per cent. The deviations arc probnb~r due to convection, 

the difficult ios :>f obscrvati on introduced by Brownian mot ion, and. 

the uncertainty of the values of the Cunninghnn slip correction to 

Stokes 1 law. ·Several choices arc possible for the CunninghoJ;i correct ioni 

those used here were bnsed on cxperiL1onts (2, 5, 8) with F'.rticlcs 

including sizes of the Sf".me order of mngnitudc as the ruer>.n free J:19.th 

of thr; ga.s molecules, the r~.nge of interest in this ltork. 

Dispersal of more concentrated suspensions of the polyst~,rrene 

produced agglomerates contain).ng from two to thirty single spheres for 

the o.51li micron particles, and up to 500 for another latex of Ool32 

......... ,~-..__......,_""""'"'"-"" 



diamutcr spheres. Photornicrographs rove~led two types of ngcrcentc: 

spheroid.'.' l clumps and c1'.ains of moderate length. For a~lomcrat cs 

of un if or?:ll:r sized particles of knotrn !'lB.Ss, the number of pr-rt iclos 

f 
per ag&lolll6rate can be casn:.· ascertained by dividing the t·.10 rr.sscs. 

In this t1Py fo't.U' of tha 0 .514 nicron agglomerates uare shown to be 

doublets, and five of them1triplcts. The doublets all hnd dr~g 
.. 

, 
dit>.J':letcrs between 0.67 and 0.73 micron, the triyilcts betuoen O.BO 

nnd 0.84 micron. The exr-.ct significnncc of these Vf'.lucs might be 

foi.md by calculations similf'.r to th?.t of Faxen (3), who obtnined o; 

theoretical Stokes diP.meter for symi:1etric~.1 doublets ft.-.lling with 

their line of centers in a vorticnl position. 

TE-.ble 1 shows all the substP.nccs measured, \tith their norm<-".l 

solid densitiGs and the range of aH'arent densities of the agglomerates, 

calculated fron the experimentally determined drag diameter and f;)'i SS" 

Only for the polystyrene and the aluminum oxide were the prir.K'.ry 

pirt iclc s horiogeneous in size. The results have been plotted on log 

JS.per in the form cn2p versus mass (Figures l to 5), The e.q~tio:-i of 
\ 

the lino s is• 

*Note r\dded J~.nu,.,,,ry 13 • 1956 

·rhe discov'.:!ry of an error in the c'°)lculations indicntcs 

that this equ~tion should read 

c#-p = A;,,, 

where }1 v::>ries from about l.l to 2.2 for the substances used. ~.lso, 
J 

B varies so widely among these substances and otheres subnequeDtly 

measured th~t the use of an average value is no longer justified. 
a 

The r?..nge of vnriation of J3 is 11pproxi~tely 0.3 to 0.67 ~ 'Figures 

l to 10 are still useful for s'howing the directions and orders of 
) 

magnitude of the differences in behavior. 

. .•... _ .. ..,..., ___________ " ............ """"''"''"'"'""'"-""'''-"""'' 
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The solid line on each graph is the best line through the dr-.tn for 

that substance. Tho dashed line represents the equzition when the 

average value of :S (o.644) for all the substances is uecd. The 

average deviation of thP; experimentally determince massfrom ~his line 

is 32 per cent• The deerce to which all the materials fit the snmo 

line is a measure of the similarity of botn .. the densities nnd sho.pcs 

of their a.gglomerat es. In other words• it is a measure of the 

constnncy of the rel.8.tionship between mass and drag diameter for 

various real :particles. 

Figures 6 to 9 show the date. obtained by previous observers 

(l,9) calculated in the same manner. The average equation 

on2p = mo. 644 

thus may be said to hold, within the deviation noted, for ne.terials 

with a range of normal density from i.05 to l9o3 g./cc. and a range 

of priI11<'1.ry particle si-ze from 0.02 to 0.5 micron, dispersed in the 

manner of these experiments. 

The behavior of :rarticularly abnornal agglomere.tes is 

indicated by the curve for cemphor smoke particles, which are well 

known to have a very open brenched-chain structure (Figure 10). The 

data here fall 90 per cent below the average line; it !I'IJ.Y be significant 

that the slope is not greatly different. A tendency towe.rd this type 

of behavior should be shown by a~lomerates formed in the presence of 

excess electric charges, which promote chain foroation. 

As he.s been noted, the wide scPtter of the data may be 

attributed to the wide vnriations in the ove~all shape of the 

agglomer~tes even of one substfmce. The smc>.ller constant deviations 

shmm by each material, however, are probably due to real differences 
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in the packing of primary perticles in an agglomerate. There is ~o 

obvious correll.\tion between these uniform deviations and any common 

properties of the substances, such as density, primary -particle size, 

crystal hab)t, etc. The effect is of course a composite of more than 

one such factor. Further experiments a.re being carried out to shed 

light on the problem, .~rticularly on the relf't ionship of cryste.l form 

e.nd surface structure to the :r;ecking, 

Referring to the first problem discussed, size distributions 

of airborne ~lomerates, the graph of CD2p versus nRSB nBy be used 

\·Tith the jet impe.ctor to obtain drag dian1eter distributions for such 

aerosols. From the cn2p distribution measured by the impactor the 

distribution of pe.rticle masses can be obtained simply by reference to 

the curve. Allowl\.nce llt!Y be ire.de for any available information on tha 

general shape of the particles. Then m can be substituted into 

Cn2p = 6mC/TiD = 6m(l + 2A >-/D)//riD 
• 

to obtain D. A limitation is that the primary particles must not be 

so inhomogeneons that agglomerates widely different in size can hr.ve 

the same nass. 
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Nomenclature 

A Factor in Cunninghnm correct ion, dimensionless 

B Exponent in ernpiricel equation, dimensio:r..less 

C = l+ 2A ~ ' Cunningham slir> correction, dimensionless 
D 

D Drag diam~ter of pnrt j.cle, cm. 

D0 Characteristic diner..sion of collector in jet i:!pE'ctor, cm. 

e :illlectronic cher,-:;e, electrostatic units 

2 e .Accclerr.tion of ernvity, cr.1.,/sec. 

m Mass of particle, gm. 

n Number of charge units on particle 

v
0 

Velocity of ~.ir flow in jet impactor, cm./sec. 

v Terminr.l velocity of pnrticle under electrical force, cm./sec. 
e 

v TerminRl velocity of pPrticle in free fall, cm./sec. 
g 

X Electric field strength, electrostatic units/cm. 

>-. J.iean free Jeth of air molecules, cm. 

,rA. Viscosity of air, gm.Jc~. sec. 

p p>rticle, gm.fee. Density of 

= cn2pva 
18/Dc 

, impact ion p:-.ra.:;1eter, dill1ensionle ss 

................ ·-···------------ .......... ~ •. " ____ , _______________ _ 
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Introduction 

ABSORPTION OF NITROGEN OXIDES FROM WASTE GASES 

By Max S. Peters 

Engineering Experiment Station 
University of Illinois 

Urbana, Illinois 
, 

Many industrial processes evolve gases containing nitrogen 
oxides, and it is often necessary to effact removal or recovery of these 
oxides. In some cases, the gases must be cleaned before they can be 
released to the atmosphere, while, in other cases, efficient recovery of 
the nitrogen oxides is a direct and essential part of the manuf'acturing 
process. 

The removal of' nitrogen o:x:l.des from gases becomes particularly 
difficul.t at low concentrations because the efficiency of most removal 
equipment decreases with reduction in oxide concentration. It is neces
sary, therefore, to understand the controlling mechanisms in the process 
bef.ore attempting to develop improved methods for removing nitrogen 
oxides from dilute gases. 

The purpose of this paper is to present an analysis of the 
basic principles governing the absorption process and to show the results 
obtained when various types of equipment are used :for removing nitrogen 
oxides from waste gases. 

Controlling Mechanism 

Nitrogen oxides are commonl.y removed from gases by aqueous 
absorption accompanied by chemical reaction. The important nitrogen 
oxides in processes involving reactions with aqueous solutions are N02, 
N204, and NO. Small amounts of N20:3 and N205 are also present in the 
gases, but these compounds rapidly come to equilibrium with NO and N02 
and represent onl.y a small fraction of the total oxides at room or higher 
temperatures (§, 1) • 

The essential chemical reactions occurring in the removal 
process are: 
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2 U02 (or 1T201') + lI20 ~ mTo3 + HM02 

2 mro2 < ) ~o + uo + No2 (or 1/2 N2o4) 

{A) 

(:S) 

(C) 

(D) 

Reaction (D) attains equilibrium rapidly and ihe equilibrium constant 
for this reaction is known as a function of temperature between o0c and 
90oC ( 8). The oxidation of NO proceeds relatively slowly al though the 
reaction goes essentia1ly to completion. 

:Reactions (A) and (B) are reversible and proceed at a finite 
rate. It is possible, therefore, that the rate of aqueous absorption 
is controlled by the rate of the chemical reactions. Diffusional 
resistance or a combination of diffusional resistance and chemical re
action rate could also control the rate of the acqueous absorption. 
The following integrated rate equations have been obtained for the two 
~ting cases of chemical reaction rate controlling (2,) and gaseous 
dif'fusion controlling (,!!J: (See table of nomenclature for notation) 
Chemical reaction rate controlling, 

1 = l - 2 \[Kp ln 
(p ) 1/2 

°lr2CJ4 
+ Bt 

Gaseous diffusion controlling, 

/ 2 [ I~ i.s6 (p )1 0.715 + (p )l 2 
°N2o4 f"K;, 0N204 

F (pf )
1/2 [0.715 

M2°4 v~ 

= 

The following assumptions were made in deriving Eqs. (l} and 
(2): 

1. Chemical reactions occur under irreversible conditions. 
2. Constant temperature and constant gas rate prevail. 
3. Instantaneous equilibrium exists between N02 and N204. 
4. Contact time is suf':f'iciently short so that there is no 

appreciable oxidation of NO. 
The theoretical and experimental results can be interpreted 

on the basis of plate efficiency. With this approach, the practical 
significance of the results is 1.mmediately apparent. Plate efficiency 
is defined as the amount of nitrogen oxides removed from the gases 
divided by the amount of oxides which would have been removed if the 
plate were theoretically perfect. 

(l) 
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By choosing one experimental point as a basis, Eqs. (1) and 
(2) can be used to predict theoretical curves of plate efficiency versus 
eN02 (i.e., ND2 + 2 N204) content of the entering gases for the two 
possibilities of chemical reaction rate controlling and diffusion con
trolling. These two theoretical curves are presented in Figure l. 

Experimental tests were conducted to determine the controlling 
factors in the aqueous absorption of nitrogen oxides. The experimental 
data were obtained with a bubble-cap plate column under conditions of 
constant temperature, constant gas rate, irreversible reactions, negli
gible oxidation of NO while the gas was in contact with the liquid, and 
essentially instantaneous equilibrium between N02 and N204• A dense 
mist was observed in the gas phase in all the runs. 

The experimental results are presented in Figure 1 for com
parison with the theoretical curves. As shown in Figure l, the exper
imental plate efficiencies decrease with reduction in gaseous eN02 con
centration and follow the theoretical curve predicted for the case in 

·which the controlling mechanism is the rate of the chemical reactions. 
In general, if operating equipment or operating conditions can be 
obtained which tend to eliminate chemical reaction rates as the con
trolling factor, the upper limit on the plate efficiency would be 
represented by the diffusion-controlling curve in Figure 1. 

Effects of Q;Perating Variables 

Figure 2 shows the effect of temperature on the efficiency 
of nitrogen oxides removal from gases. As the operating temperature 
is increased, the removal efficiency decreases. If the rate of the 
chemical reactions controls the rate of the nitrogen oxides removal, 
the reduction in efficiency with increase in temperature can be at
tributed partly to the decrease in the fraction of eN02 present as 
N204• On the same basis, an increase in operating pressure should 
give improved removal efficiencies. 

The material used as the absorbing medium may affect the 
removal efficiency. Experimental results a.re presented in Figure 2 
comparing the removal efficiencies for the cas~s in which water (or 
dilute nitric acid) and 20 per cent by weight aqueous sodium hydroxide 
were used as the absorbing media. As in~icated in Figure 2, the 
removal efficiencies with aqueous sodium hydroxide as the absorbing 
medium are lower than those obtained when water or dilute nitric acid 
is the absorbing medium. Tests have been made with catalysts in the 
absorbing medium in an attempt to increase the rate of the controlling 
chemical reactions; however, no effective catalysts for this purpose 
have been reported (l). 

The type of: equipment used for the removal operation deter
mines the magnitude of the contact area between the gas and the absorb
ing liquid. Experimental tests have shown that the rate of removal of 
nitrogen oxides from gases with aqueous absorption media is independent 
of the bulk liquid volume or bulk gas volume and is directly propor
tional to the interfacial area between the gas and the liquid (2). The 
controlling chemical reactions, therefore, mu.st take place in the region 
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of contact between the gas and liquid phaseb. 

Equipment for Removal of Nitrogen Oxides from Waste Gases 

The preceding discussion indicates that two factors are Of 
major importance in the development of improved methods for removing 
nitrogen oxides from waste gases: {l) Since the rates of the chemical 
reactions may control the rate of nitrogen oxides removal, a reasonably 
long time of contact between gas and liquid should be maintained, and 
{2) it is desirable to supply the maximum amount of gas-liquid contact 
area. 

The chemical reactions involved in the removal process produce 
NO, and the absorption equipment must provide sufficient space for the 
occurrence of the slow oxidation of NO. However, this paper is con
cerned primariJ.s- with methods for obtaining the maximum removal effi
ciency for each gas-liquid contacting stage, and it is assumed that 
sufficient free space can be provided for the NO oxidation. 

A variety of types of equipment can be used for the contact
ing operation. Bubble-cap towers, spray towers, packed towers, fritted 
bubblers, and Venturi atomizers are used for absorption operations. 
Removal of nitrogen oxides from gases can also be effected by adsorption 
on silica gel. 

Although Venturi atomizers give a large interfacial area be
tween the dispersed liquid droplets and the gas, this type of absorption 
unit is not effective for removing nitrogen oxides from gases because 
of the short contact time (l). Fritted bubblers permit a relatively 
long contact time and also give a large amount of contact area between 
the dispersed gas and the liquid. Therefore, despite the disadvantage 
of the high pressure drop involved in the operation of a fritted bub
bler, this type of absorption unit could be useful for removing nitrogen 
oxides from dilute gases. 

Experimental Results with Various types of Removal Equipment 

Experimental data were obtained with a fritted bubbler, a 
packed tower, a spray tower, and a bubble-cap tower at gaseous concen
tration of eN02 ranging from 0.2 to 2.0 per cent by volume. The es
sential information on the characteristics of the experimental equip
ment is presented in Table 1. 

Water was fed to the units at a constant rate, and the flow 
rate was measured by a calibrated rotameter and checked by volumetric 
measurements. Gaseous nitrogen dioxide, obtained from cylinders con
·taining N02 and N204, was diluted with air and admitted at a steady 
rate to the lower section of the towers. The gas flow rates were 
measured by calibrated Venturi meters. 

The towers were operated under steady conditions until 
equilibrium -w~D attained as indicated by a constant acid concentration 
in the liquid product. Temperatures, pressures, and flow rates were 
read, and samples of the inlet gas, inlet liquid, and product liquid 
were taken. The liquid samples were analyzed by titrating a known 
volume with standard NaOH solution. The gas samples were taken in 
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evacuated bulbs containing hydrogen peroxide. The amonnt of gas 
sample was determined by weighing, and the amount of nitrogen oxides 
present was determined by titrating the nitric acid formed from the 
reaction between H2<>2 and N02 and N204. From a knowledge of the flow 
rates and concentrations, it was possible to cal.culate the removal ef
ficiency, expressed aa the per cent of entering oxides removed. 

The variables / such as gas rate, tower height, and liquid 
rate were chosen of magnitudes which would permit a fair comparison 
among the removal efficiencies of the various types of equipment. 
The values chosen represent aa closely as possible those which would 
be used in corresponding industrial units. 

The removal. efficiency was found to be independent of the 
liquid rate in the bubble-cap tower and the fri tted bubbler as long 
as the concentration of the liquid did not increase above 10 per cent 
by weight nitric acid. The spray tower was operateq at a liquid rate 
which would give a finely dispersed mist, while the packed tower was 
operated at approximately 90 per cent of the liquid flooding velocity. 
A slot gas velocity of l.17 ft/sec was used in the bubble-cap tower, 
while the gas rate used in the fritted bubbler was the rate at which 
well dispersed bubbles first appeared. Superficial gas velocities of 
l..84 ft/sec 'Were used in both the packed and spray towers. 

Air was used as the diluent gas for all. the test rwl.B. The 
gas-liquid contact time in the bubble-cap and fritted-bubbler units 
was not sufficient for any appreciable oxidation of the NO formed in 
the chemical reactions. Some of the NO formed was oxidized to N02 in 
the packed and spray towers; however, this difference in the operation 
is necessary in order to make a fair comparison among the various types 
of equipment. 

Comparative results are presented in Figure 3 showing the 
effect of entering oxide concentration on the removal efficiencies for 
the different types of equipment. A reduction in oxide concentration 
causes a decrease in removal efficiency for all. the types of equipment. 
Thus / as the gases become more dilute, the removal problem becomes 
more diff'icul.t. 

The resul.ts obtained with the single-nozzle spray tower 
indicate very poor removal ef'ficiencies at gaseous oxide concentrations 
less than about l per cent. At higher concentrations, the spray-tower 
efficiencies are comparable to those obtained in the other types of 
equipment. The use of multiple spray nozzles would, of course, cause 
a definite increase in the removal efficiency. 

The removal efficiencies with the packed tower are iower than 
those found vith the bubble-cap tower or fritted bubbler. It should 
be noted, however, that the decrease in efficiency with reduction in 
oxide content is fairly gradual, and, at nitrogen oxide concentrations 
l.ess than about 0.2 per cent, the packed tower would be nearly as ef
ficient as the other types of equipment. 

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the :fritted bubbler gives 
much better removal efficiencies than the other types of equipment 
tested. The pressure drop per stage for the fri tted bubbler was ap
proximately 30 times greater than the equivalent pressure drop for the 
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bubble-cap tower. Unless the gases were already under pressure, it 
would be expensive to add the equipment necessary to force a gas through 
a number of fritted-bubbler stages. 

Since the removal efficiency of the bubble-cap tower ap
proaches that of the fritted bubbler at low gaseous oxide concentrations, 
the optimum type of absorption equipment should cO?!lbine the good features 
of' both operations. A bubble-cap unit designed with a number of small 
gas outlets in the caps should appro.x:i.mate the beneficial effects of the 
small bubbles and large gas-liquid contact area found in a fritted 
bubbler. , 

The results shown in Figure 3 indicate that the silica gel 
adsorber gives the best removal efficiency of the units tested at 
gaseous concentrations less than o.4 per cent nitrogen oxides. If' es
sential.ly compJ.ete removal of the oxides ~s Deeessary, the silica gel 
adsorber should be used since the removal efficiency does not fall off 
rapid.cy' at low gaseous concentrations. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A = gas-liquid interf'acial area, sq cm. 
B = a constant at a:ny temperature. 

DN204 = gaseous diffusivity of N204, sq cm/sec. 
eN02 = NO~ + 2 N204• 
Ln F = (A/V g) (DN204/JtF) 1.43 t. 

Kp = equilibrium constant for the reaction 2 N02 = N204, atm-1. 
PfN204 = final partial pressure o:f N204, atm. 
PoN204 = original partial pressure of N204, atm. 

t = contact time, sec. 
V g =volume of bulk of gas, cc. 
Jgj' = effective film thickness, cm. 
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TABLE l 

'rES? CONDITIONS USED FOR DErERKINING THE .EFFICIENCY or NtrROGEN DIOXIDE 
REMOVAL. FROM DIL'IJrE GASES WITH D1FF.ERfil1T TYPES OF EQ.UIPMNNr 

Total pressure = 1 atmosphere 
Operating temperature = 25°c 

Absorbent = Water. Gaseous diluent =Air 

Type of Gas Rate L:lquid.- Rate Pressure 
Drop 

cm H~ 

Remarks 
Equipment cu ft (s.c.) cc per min 

per min 

Bubble-cap 
tower 

(one st~e) 

Packed tow-er 
(l/4-in. glass 
Raschig ri::lgs) 

~SY" tower 
(1 No .. T5g.
l mm S:PTay 
nozzle) 

Fritted--gla:ss 
bubbler 

(one stage) 

1.06 
(slot velocity 
= 1 •. 17 ft /sec) 

0.53 
( superf'ieir. l 
vrpor velocity 
= i .s4 -rt I sec ) 

0.53 
(superficial 
vapor velocit:;r 
= 1.84 ft/sec) 

0.53 

300 

150 

470 

3()0 

1.8 

2i0 
per foot 

of 
p>.cked 
height 

1.,0 

59.0 

Tower diameter = 7 1/2 in, 
Six bubble caps with 4 or 8 
5/16-in. slots per cap. 

Liquid depth = l in6 
Distance between bubble-cap 

plate and top and bottom 
plates = 12 h .• 

T O\ter diamct er = l in• 
Pncked height = 46 in, 
Efficiency expressed as per 
foot of packed height. 

No channeling observed. 

T Clfter diameter = l in. 
Tower height = 52 in. 
Finely dispersed spray 

directed cour..tercurrcnt 
to rising gas. 

Neglieible amount of liquid 
car I"'; over in gas. 

Tower d.iamet er = 5 1/2 in., 
12 medium-frit glass rods. 
Fritted area = i.03 sq in per rod. 
Liquid head over frits = 3 3/4 in• 

Silica gel 0.53 Packed height = 12 in. 
adsorber (superficial Fraction saturated= 0.90~ 

(No. 5 comerc1al vapor velocit:y Ti!l'.e per cycle = 30 min,, 
gel - Ref. J) = 1.84 ft /sec} Effie iencies calcu~ted from Ref ~.J.~J. 
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FIG. I - EFFECT OF e N02. CONCENTRATION ON PLATE 
EFFICIENCY WITH ONE-PLATE BUBBLE- CAP 
TOWER (PRES.= I ATM., TEMP.::: 23 °C., GAS SLOT 
VELOCITY= 1.18 FT. /SEC.) 
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FIG. 2- EF'FECT OF TEMPERATURE ON REMOVAL 
EF'FICIENCY WI TH WETTED-WALL TOWER 
(OIA.=2.15 CM.~HEIGHT=IOO CM., PRES.=I ATM.) 
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FIG. 3-EFFICIENCY OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE REMOVAL FROM DILUTE GASES 
WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF EQUIPMENT 
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